
MAS-WRESTLING

Mas-Wrestling – a special philosophy of physical and spiritual training of the harmonious personality, an
integral part of rich culture of the Sakha people. The modern name of this kind of martial art was offered by
the first Olympic Champion in free-style wrestling from the Sakha people Roman Dmitriyev.

«Mas» in translation from Yakut means «wooden stick», «Wrestling» from English - «struggle».



Mas-Wrestling incorporated spirit of the
Sakha people bears a special mission – it is the
ambassador of our culture in other countries and
serves high ideals of the Olympism.

We intend to do everything possible that Mas-
Wrestling with equal other sports has entered the
Olympic family. We know that world famous
Olympic sports disciplines have national roots.

The modern world promptly changes and all
new sports come to the arena. I am sure that in
their number in the near future there also will be
our Mas-Wrestling.

Alexander K. Akimov

The IMWF President, member of the Federation Council of Federal Assembly of the

Russian Federation – the representative from the Legislative Assembly (Il Tumen) of

the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), the Deputy Chairman of the Federation Council

Committee on the Federal Structure, Regional Policy, Local Government and Affairs

of the North, the Doctor of Economics, Professor.



Mas-wrestling roots come from the depth of the past. The important factors of popularity were the
geographical arrangement and climatic conditions. Life in Far North where very long winters and
temperature falls to minus 60 degrees and in summer goes to 40 degrees are constant struggle for survival.
The Sakha people had to keep good physical condition for survival in severe climate. For this purpose
throughout many generations a peculiar system of support of physical health of the nation and a part of
this was Mas-Wrestling. Yakut people from immemorial times are engaged in original physical exercises
and constantly organize various competitions.



Later enthusiasts have begun to try to use different methods,
run on the board with the purpose to beat the opponent out from
balance, introduced restriction on time, etc. All this promoted rapid
growth of popularity of the revived sport, it became more
spectacular and dynamic, now competitions and television
broadcastings from the place of events steadily attract interest of
the most general public.



Mas-Wrestling Development Department responsible for the development of mas-wrestling in Russia and abroad
was opened in Vasily Manchaary Republican Center of national sports in Yakutsk.

Mas-Wrestling is taught in two federal institutes of sports and two national teachers' colleges. Mas-wrestling is
included in the curriculum of physical education. A great number of different mas-wrestling competitions among
children and adults are held all over the world.



Mas-Wrestling – democratic sport as men, women, children and veterans can compete in it.
For engaging in Mas-Wrestling isn't necessary the expensive inventory, also specially

equipped sports constructions aren't required.
It is possible to organize competitions easily in the summer in the open air, and in the

winter – on the small platform in any room.



Competition area
Area for competition should be a raised platform - smooth, 
without rough area, capable of supporting loads of up to 600 
kg/m2, sized 600cm x 600 cm, height – from 20 to 100 cm and 
technical zone with the dimensions 1,5 - 2 m from the blue and 
red sides of the end of the platform. 

Jam board and stick
The board should have the following dimensions:

- for men and women: length of the inside is 200 cm (between 
the side supports ), height - 24 cm, width – 4-6 cm, the edges of 
the upper edges should be rounded, smooth,  height of the 
rounded top edge - 1.5 cm ;
- for boys and girls: the length of the inside part is 200 cm 
(between the side supports), height - 22 cm, width – 4-6 cm, the 
edges of the upper edges should be rounded, smooth,  height of 
the rounded top edge - 1.5 cm .

The board must have start zone marked contrast lines, 
spaced from the outer edges of the board to 50 cm.

The board should be firmly secured at both ends with side 
supports with width – 15-25 cm, height of 22-24 cm. 

Side supports should be smooth, without sharp angles.
The stick should be made from birch or other durable 

species of wood, the stick should have center mark with width 
in 1 (one) cm with following dimensions: length 45-50 cm, 
diameter 33 mm.

In all official competitions the inventory must be certified by 
the IMWF.

Inventory of the competition venues Competition area

Jamb board for boys and girls

Jamb board for men and woman

Stick





According to the competition rules of Mas-Wrestling all athletes should compete in uniform:

Men – sport shorts for Mas-Wrestling (red and blue), 
sport shoes without spikes (trainers, sneakers), gaiters 
are allowed but no higher of knees;
Women –sport shorts for Mas-Wrestling and sports T-
shirt (red and blue), sport shoes without spikes 
(trainers, sneakers), gaiters are allowed but no higher 
of knees.



Mas-Wrestling Referee Uniform



Weight categories. MEN (kg)
60, 70, 80, 90, 105, 125, +125 and absolute



Weight categories. WOMEN (kg)
55, 65, 75, 85, +85 and absolute



Weight categories – boys (kg): 60, 70, 80, 90, 105, +105
- girls (kg): 50, 60, 70, 80, + 80



OLONKHOLAND MAS-WRESTLING CUP
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International Mas-Wrestling Federation

№ National federations (countries) № National federations (countries)

1 Australia 23 Lithuania

2 Azerbaijan 24 Madagascar

3 Argentina 25 Moldova

4 Armenia 26 Mongolia

5 Bangladesh 27 Norway

6 Belarus 28 United Arab Emirates

7 Bulgaria 29 Pakistan

8 Benin 30 Poland

9 Brazil 31 Russia

10 Czech Republic 32 Serbia

11 Estonia 33 Slovakia

12 Hungary 34 Sri Lanka

13 Germany 35 Sweden

14 Greece 36 Tajikistan

15 Georgia 37 United Kingdom

16 Guatemala 38 United States of America

17 India 39 Uzbekistan

18 Iran 40 Ukraine

19 Iceland 41 Uruguay

20 Kazakhstan 42 Philippines

21 Kyrgyzstan 43 Finland

22 Latvia
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Mas-Wrestling World Cup in Dubai
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Presentation Mas-Wrestling Tournament - 2013
at the Arnold Sport Festival in Columbus, USA



Since 2015 Mas-wrestling was included into the 
official Program of the Arnold Sport Festival
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International Mas-Wrestling 
Tournament

«Peter I Cup»
city of St. Petersburg



I Mas-Wrestling World Championship
November, 28-30  2014, Yakutsk, Russia

Participants from 35 countries from 5 continents:
Australia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Belarus, Brazil, Great Britain, Hungary, 
Germany, Egypt, Georgia, India, Iran, Iceland, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Mongolia, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, 

Poland, Russia, North Ireland, Serbia, USA, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, 
Ukraine, the Philippines, Finland, Sweden, Estonia, Japan



Yakutia presented the world
MAS-WRESTLING







Victor Kolibabchuk (Russia) 
World champion (125+ kg)



II World Mas-Wrestling Absolute Championship

March 3-6, 2016  
Columbus, USA





III European Mas-Wrestling Championship
July 23-24, 2016, Batumi, Georgia

Participants from Azerbaijan, Armenia, Germany, Georgia, Poland, 
Russia, Ukraine, Finland, Czekh Republic





II Mas-Wrestling 
World Championship
September, 3-4, 2016

Cholpon-Ata
Kyrgyzstan

191 participants from 32 countries



II Mas-Wrestling World Championship



II Mas-Wrestling World Championship





Dear friends! 

Mas-Wrestling is not only school of sports skills, but also special

philosophy of physical and spiritual training of the harmonious personality, an

essential part of rich culture of Sakha people. Owing to systematic and

consecutive revival work and further development of the Yakut national sport

there were achieved certain results: the International Mas-Wrestling Federation

develops Mas-Wrestling all over the world: Europe, Asia, Africa, North

America, South America, Australia and Oceania.

In the work IMWF relies on support of the National Federations in different

countries. Neither any decision of the IMWF Management can be taken without

their consent, nor international event connected with promotion of Mas-

Wrestling in the world. Together with a Management of the National

Federations we managed to make a lot of things for rather short period. In each

country a lot of work on promoting of Mas-Wrestling is held, organized

tournaments of different level. We can tell with pride that Mas-Wrestling

covered more than forty countries of the world and every year the quantity of

the National Federations will grow.

Welcome to Mas-Wrestling World!


